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The Automotive Industries Association (AIA) 
of Canada is pleased to announce that the 2013 
Canadian Automotive Aftermarket Demand Study is 
now available. This biennial report, produced 
for AIA Canada by DesRosiers Automotive 
Consultants Inc., uses data collected from the 
DesRosiers Light Vehicle Study to determine 
the potential size of the aftermarket and the 
untapped potential in revenue for the after-
market supply chain.

Highlights from the study are as follows:
•  The total value of the aftermarket parts and 

services sold in 2012 was $19.27 billion.
•  If all car owners maintained their vehicles 

as well as the most diligent maintainers, the 
aftermarket would have attained a total value 
of $33.30 billion.

•  The untapped potential of the industry grew 
from $11.91 billion in 2010 to $14.03 billion in 
2012, which represents an increase of 17.8%.

•  Canadians underspent on their vehicles by 
$207 on each of three annual service visits 
in 2012.

The 2013 Demand Study Highlights Untapped 
Potential In The Aftermarket Industry
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Federal-Mogul Receives 
Four Awards For 

Excellence
Federal-Mogul’s 

AncoWipers brand 
was honoured by 
the Automotive 

Communications Award 
Program for the best  
television commercial  

and the company’s 
Champion brand received 

the award for the best  
customization of a 

Facebook page. 
Federal-Mogul also 

received an award for 
best magazine article for 
an editorial titled “Stop,” 

introducing Wagner 
ThermoQuiet Ceramic 
brake pads featuring 

OE21 low-copper  
friction formulations. The  
company’s MoogSteering 

and Suspension brand 
received the award for 

best Facebook  
customization. 

*    *    *

Auto Parts Pro Canada 
Moving To New Location

Auto Parts Pro Canada 
is moving from 503 

Oakdale Rd., North York, 
Ont., to 385 Carlingview 

Drive, Toronto. The larger, 
strategically located  

facility enhances Auto 
Parts Pro Canada’s ability 
to provide a higher level 

of service to its customers.

There were 11.68 million neglected service 
jobs in 2012 across the eight maintenance 
categories examined.

“AIA’s Demand Study provides unique 
insight into the maintenance habits of 
Canadian car owners and identifies the service 
items that are being most neglected,” says AIA 
Canada president and CEO Marc Brazeau. 
“Knowing where the untapped potential lies 
within the industry will allow the aftermarket to 
better communicate service needs with customers 
to benefit the entire supply chain and help 
Canadians stay safer on our roads.”

The 2013 Canadian Automotive Aftermarket 
Demand Study is now available free of charge to all 
AIA members, to help them best identify areas 
for growth within their businesses. Members 
can access the report by logging onto AIA’s 
website and visiting the  Publications section. 
The study can also be purchased by non-
members for $799 plus tax in the Publications 
section of AIA’s website.

Students from the Automotive Business School 
of Canada, their professors, and various leaders 
in the aftermarket industry congregated at the 
Horseshoe Resort in Barrie, Ontario, for the 
Automotive Industries Association (AIA) of 
Canada’s annual Student Aftermarket Day.

As always, the goal of the event 
was to teach automotive students 
from Georgian College about 
some of the varied career oppor-
tunities in the Canadian automo-
tive aftermarket. This year in par-
ticular, the 100 students in atten-
dance were treated to three panel 
discussions related to the after-
market industry: “Aftermarket 
101,” “Parallels between the 
Aftermarket & Dealers,” and 
“Career Planning.”  The students 
also had the opportunity to net-
work with industry leaders at an 
expanded 13-booth career fair, 
and test their knowledge of the 
industry with the ever-popular 
Jeopardy-style game.

As part of this year’s “Best in 
Class” program, three groups of 
students made presentations to 
their peers and the 50 industry 
leaders in the room during the 
event. Following the presenta-
tions, the industry leaders voted 
on the best presentation. The win-
ners, Yaroslava Didovyk, Jordan 
Mofford, and Kahla Phillips, all 
won iPad minis and have been 
invited to give their presentation, 

titled “Marketing the Aftermarket,” at AIA’s 
Ontario Automotive Service Providers Forum 
in March 2014.

Attracting And Keeping Great Talent In The Industry

Continued on page 6

Ed Coates, CEO Lordco Auto Parts and Michael Raven, chair, YES 
committee spoke on the importance of promoting employees from 
within the organization.

Overall, the day was a glowing success that kept students engaged 
and excited to share their experiences on Twitter where they chatted 
about the event.
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Bosch Adds Throttle Body 
Assembly Part Numbers 

Robert Bosch LLC 
aftermarket division 
has announced the 

addition of eight new 
part numbers to its line 

of OE throttle body 
assemblies. The new 
Bosch Throttle Body 

Assembly part numbers 
fit a range of late-model 
domestic vehicles from 
2007 to 2012, including 

Pontiac, Chevrolet, Buick, 
Hummer, GMC, and 

Cadillac.

promoting employees from within the organi-
zation, rather than stealing talent from other 
organizations.

Kelly Burnett, president of Calyx Consulting, 
then took the stage and delivered an engaging 
workshop on presentation skills that provided 
the 50 participants with strategies to develop 
their own unique and professional communi-
cations style and taught them how to give pre-
sentations that connect with their audiences.

“I can’t say enough how important it is to 
engage the future leaders of our industry and 
to equip them with the tools and know-how 
they will need to take the reins,” says Marc 
Brazeau. “By attracting new talent to the 
industry and working to ensure the success of 
our young executives, these two events are an 
important part of ensuring the future health 
and prosperity of our industry.”
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Overall, the day was a glowing success that 
kept students engaged and excited to share 
their experiences on Twitter where they chatted 
about the event, posted pictures, and further 
strengthened networking connections made 
throughout the day. Students also had the 
opportunity to take home some great prizes, 
including three $500 scholarships donated by 
AIA’s Ontario Division, that were awarded to 
Laurence Desaulniers, Josephine Duguay, and 
Tiffany Pascual.

The following day, AIA Canada’s YES 
Committee hosted its management workshop. 
The day began with a presentation by Lordco 
Auto Parts president Ed Coates, who enter-
tained attendees with stories of his company’s 
success and spoke about Lordco’s growth 
since it first opened in 1974. In particular, he 
highlighted the importance of supporting and 

Only Half Of Ontario Drivers Use Winter Tires
Ontario drivers have a love-hate relation-
ship with winter tires – they love how they 
make winter driving 
so much safer, yet they 
hate putting them on 
their cars, suggests a 
new survey commis-
sioned for Centennial 
College’s School of 
Transportation.

Seventy-nine per cent 
of Ontarians who drive 
say snow tires create a safer winter driving 
experience, with 87% correctly understand-
ing that even all-wheel-drive vehicles need 
them. But only 53% of drivers in the province 
install them on their own cars.

The usage rate of winter tires is similar 
between the sexes: 52% of men versus 55% 
of women. However, 47% of women say they 

get nervous and stressed about driving in the 
winter while only 28% of men admit they are 

uneasy driving in snow 
and ice.

Eastern Ontario 
drivers are the most 
likely to install winter 
tires, with 69% install-
ing them each year, by 
far the highest rate and 
perhaps influenced by 
the fact neighbouring 

Quebec is the only province to legally 
require drivers to use winter tires.

“The vast majority of Ontario drivers 
know they should use winter tires but 
only half do so,” says Stephen Leroux, 
Centennial College automotive professor. 
“This truly is a conundrum for all road 
users.”
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Vast-Auto To Open Distribution Centre In 
London

Vast-Auto Distribution has announced that it will open its 
next distribution centre in London, Ontario, bringing the 
total count to five. The target opening date is March 2014.

This latest addition will offer a strong value proposition 
to parts stores located in Southwestern Ontario. The signifi-
cant investment in inventory will provide local parts stores 
with a wide assortment of vehicle parts and accessories of 
both national and private label brands.

The addition of this facility in London supports Vast-
Auto’s ongoing growth strategy in the Ontario market.   
“This is a very important market for us and we are committed 
to offering parts stores parts availability through accessibility 
with our wide product assortment, and provide value added 
services to fulfill the needs of our growing customer base,” 
says Vast-Auto president John Del Vasto.

TRW’s Friction Program Increases North 
American Park Coverage 

TRW Automotive aftermarket’s business in North America 
has announced that it has increased its coverage by eight 
million vehicles and that many 2014 models are now 
accounted for. This news brings the total market coverage 
in NA to more than 96%.

“Our customers need to have the right parts readily at 
hand when they are needed. With our in-depth under-
standing of a complex market, we make it a priority to 
be first to market with new references,” explains Mark 
Thorpe, TRW’s product group manager, TRW Aftermarket, 
North America.

“By making sure that our range extensions are both 
timely and appropriate, and by listening to our customers 
to ensure that we get the right mix, the market can have 
complete confidence in TRW.”

With a range of more than 860 SKUs, TRW now provides 
premium friction material for a number of the latest  
models, including: 2014 Audi Q5; 2014 Honda Odyssey; 
2014 Chevrolet Impala; 2014 Ford Taurus; 2014 Nissan 
Murano; and 2014 Buick Encore.

Honeywell Survey Shows U.S. Diesel Engine 
Growth Potential

Honeywell Turbo Technologies has announced a recently 
conducted survey revealing 70% of Americans have never 
driven a diesel-powered vehicle, and 73% of Millennials 
(those under the age of 35) have never ventured on 
American roadways in a diesel car or truck, yet 56% recognize 
that running diesel fuel is more fuel efficient than using 
gasoline.

Despite this lack of diesel driving experience, consumers 
were familiar with the benefits of diesel, most notably that 
diesel engines can produce more power than traditional 
gasoline engines (65%). Nearly three in five adults (59%) 
and more than half of Millennials (56%) said they believe 
running diesel fuel is more fuel-efficient than gasoline.

“Turbocharged diesel engines have an opportunity 
to make an impact with today’s younger car buyers who 
understand and even prioritize the fuel economy advan-
tages of the technology, but have not yet been able to drive 
one,” says Honeywell Transportation Systems president 
and CEO Terrence Hahn. “Turbodiesels and downsized 
turbocharged gasoline engines provide both automakers 

Certified to  
ISO 9001:2008
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Valley City, OH 44280 
Phone  800 274 5001  
Fax  330 273 3522
www.Schaeffler-Aftermarket.us 
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Dayco Wins 

Three Automotive 
Communications Awards

Dayco Products has 
announced it was 
the recipient of 

three Automotive 
Communications Awards 
for business-to-consumer 
communications. Dayco 

was awarded “Best 
Brochures, Booklets & 

Handouts” for its  
interactive VIN-Scanning 

App flyer. In order to 
promote the launch of 

the Dayco VIN-Scanning 
mobile app, Dayco created 

an interactive flyer for 
professional technicians 

and do-it-yourselfers.
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Mister Transmission has 
announced that Ron Poole 
of Waterloo, Ontario, is the 
lucky winner of the firm’s 
50th Anniversary Mustang 
Giveaway contest.

Waterloo franchisee Brian 
Schroeder, together with CEO 
Randy Moore, presented  
Poole with a brand new 
2013 Ford Mustang convert-
ible at the Waterloo Mister 
Transmission location on 
October 29th. When asked 
about his reaction to Moore’s 
call telling him the good 
news, Poole commented that 
at first he did not believe it 
was real. He assumed Moore 
was a telemarketer trying to 
sell him something. Only 

after receiving a second call from Schroeder congratulating him, did the reality set in. 
Poole is a long-time customer of the Waterloo Mister Transmission store, so it is fitting that 
his name came up in the draw. The computer-generated random draw was held at Mister 
Transmission’s head office in Richmond Hill on October 15th, 2013.

and consumers a no-compromise solution of 
greater fuel economy and performance, with the 
added benefit of being more environmentally 
friendly.”

Modern diesel passenger-car engines in the 
U.S. are all turbocharged. Honeywell turbod-
iesels boost a wide range of light vehicles – 
from bi-cylinder 0.8L engines to 7.0L pick-up 
trucks. The survey indicated:
•  While not often considered a factor in the 

driving experience, fuel economy (23%) was 
ranked the second most important factor for 
Americans when determining whether a car 
is fun to drive – behind only good handling 
(47%).

•  When Millennials determine whether a car is 
fun to drive, they are more likely to say fuel 
economy (23%) contributes to this more 
than either speed (16%) or horsepower 
(8%).

•  Nearly two-thirds of Americans (65%) said 
they believe diesel engines can put out more 
power than traditional gasoline-powered 
vehicles.
For the U.S., Honeywell has doubled its 

estimate for diesel sales penetration by 2018, 
to 6% from 3%. By 2018, diesel and gaso-
line turbo engines combined are expected 
to account for about 20 to 25% of U.S. new-
vehicle sales.

2014 Automotive Industry 
Recognition Gala

The Automotive Industries Association 
of Canada (Quebec division), the ASPMQ 
(Association of Tire and Mechanical Specialists 
of Quebec), and the CCPQ (Corporation of 
Professional Collision Repair Specialists) are 
joining together for an evening to honour 
industry leaders in each of their respective 
industries.

John Del Vasto, president and founder 
of Vast Auto Distribution, will be honoured 
on January 22, 2014 during the Automotive 
Industry Recognition Gala in Montreal for his 
exceptional contributions that have marked 
the automotive aftermarket industry.

Del Vasto not only built a solid and profit-
able company in the automotive aftermarket 
industry, he also set a standard for his employ-
ees, customers, and vendor partners.

Del Vasto quickly realized that his greatest 
assets would be strong partnerships, devoted 
employees, and information services at the 
forefront of technology. Because of his fore-
sight, the Vast-Auto network in Quebec and 
Ontario is now made up of more than 250 
employees, four distribution centres, nearly 80 
parts stores, and a network of more than 300 
professional repair centres.

Mister Transmission Announces  
50th Anniversary Contest Mustang Winner

Waterloo franchisee Brian Schroeder, together with CEO Randy 
Moore, presented Ron Poole with a brand new 2013 Ford Mustang 
convertible at the Waterloo Mister Transmission location on October 
29th.
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ACAT Global Buys 
Whitman Manufacturing 

Advanced Clean Air 
Technologies (ACAT) 

Global, manufacturers of 
efficient, lightweight  

catalytic converter  
substrates, has purchased 
Whitman Manufacturing 

of Milton, Ontario, maker 
of custom automotive 
mufflers and exhaust 

system components for 
aftermarket and OEM 

applications.

*    *    *

Enhanced FMeConnect 
Web Order Management 

System From  
Federal-Mogul 

Federal-Mogul has 
expanded and improved 

the capabilities of its 
FMeConnect web order 

management system, 
enabling replacement 
parts distributors to 
streamline several  
business processes, 

including order place-
ment and tracking,  

inventory queries, back-
order reporting, and 

invoice retrieval across  
all Federal-Mogul  

product lines.
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Samson Canada Lubrication 
Equipment Appoints New  

Sales Agency
Samson Canada Lubrication Equipment has 
announced that Grant Brothers Sales Limited 
will act as its sales agency across Canada.

 “The experience and expertise that Grant 
Brothers Sales Limited brings to this new 
relationship will truly benefit our company in 
building on the quality the Samson brand has 
to offer across Canada,” says Kevin Patterson, 
GM, Samson Canada.

Samson Canada Lubrication Equipment 
supplies quality lubrication equipment includ-
ing oil/grease pumps, control handles, oil 
drains, and hose reels plus various other types 
of equipment including diesel exhaust fluid 
equipment and bulk fluid storage to jobber 
and heavy duty customers.

 “The GBS team is very proud to be selling 
the Samson brand in Canada and we look 
forward to growing our customers’ businesses 
with Samson,” says Adam Crisp, president, 
Grant Brothers Sales.

Auto International Association 
Presents the 2013 AIA Import 

Product Awards
The Auto International Association, a segment of 
the Automotive Aftermarket Industry Association 
(AAIA), has announced the recipients of the 
2013 AIA Import Product and Marketing Awards. 
The 2013 winners are: 
•  Best Overall Import Aftermarket Product 

– Nitoma, Inc., Premium Japanese Brand 
Timing Belt Kit

•  Best New Product for Import Cars or Trucks – 
Liqui Moly, Diesel Particulate Filter Cleaning Kit

•  Best Performance Product or Accessory 
for Import Cars or Trucks – Centric Parts 
– StopTech Brakes, StopTech Touring Big 
Brake Kits – 2006-2013 Volkswagen GTi

•  Best Merchandising/Advertising of a Product 
for Import Cars or Trucks – Centric Parts, 
Centric Parts Video and Print Advertising 
Campaign

•  Best Packaging of a Product for Import 
Cars or Trucks – Direct Market Access Inc., 
SenSen Packaging Re-Design

•  Best Catalogue of a Product Line for Import 
Cars or Trucks – Walker Products, Inc., 2014 
Oxygen Sensor Catalog

•  Best Website Presentation of a Product Line 
for Import Cars or Trucks – Denso Products 
and Services Americas, Inc.,  www.densoau-
toparts.com

The AIA Import Product and Marketing 
Awards annually recognize innovative products 
and marketing programs designed to serve the 
import aftermarket industry.

Andy Fazakas Corey Jelly

Uni-Select has appointed Todd Barker to its 
U.S. automotive team. Barker will act as vice-
president, supply chain and will oversee the 
implementation of inventory strategies and man-
agement to include purchasing and product 
management as well as inventory deployment 
and replenishment. In this role, Barker will man-
age the Planner/Buyer group, Rick Williams and 
the Assortment Planning team, Kevin Mack, and 
Dan Buzzard. Barker has over 18 years of expe-
rience in developing end-to-end global supply 
chain improvement strategies. Over the years, 
he developed proven expertise in planning, 
inventory, and fulfillment as well as in operations 
process improvement and distribution optimi-
zation. He gained his experience working for 
Protiviti, a global supply chain management 
consulting firm, The Intersect Group, a perfor-
mance improvement consulting and staffing 
firm, Cooper Wiring Devices, Dick’s Sporting 
Goods, and The Home Depot.

OBITUARY 
Pierre Aubin passed away 
suddenly at the age of 43 
on Monday November 4th. 
Pierre devoted himself to 
the industry for more than 
20 years, and was integral 
to the success of Transit Warehouse. He 
worked his way up from salesman all the 
way to CEO and in the process, became 
a true pillar of the company. He will be 
greatly missed. Pierre’s family has invited 
those who knew him to make donations 
to the Fondation Instituit universitaire 
de cardiologie et de pneumologie de 
Quebec in his name.

Denso Sales Canada, Inc. has announced 
key appointments to its Canadian sales team, 
reporting to Steve Philips, assistant manager, 
Aftermarket Sales and Service. Andy Fazakas 

has been appointed to handle the 
southwestern Ontario region. Corey 
Jelly has been appointed to handle 
the Quebec region. Ian Hamson has 
been appointed to handle the B.C. 
and Alberta regions. All three indi-
viduals have extensive experience 
in the aftermarket and are valuable 
assets to the Denso organization in 
Canada. Ian Hamson
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Double-digit growth in light vehicle sales, the continued 
rise in average vehicle age, plus the globalization of OEM 

platforms and technology-driven advancements in vehicle 
designs are creating new aftermarket growth opportunities 
for jobbers, according to a recent report by R.L. Polk & 
Company.

Mark Seng, VP aftermarket and commercial vehicle and 
global aftermarket practice leader at Polk, kicked off the 
annual AAIA Town Hall meeting at AAPEX this year with 
Polk’s annual perspective on five key trends affecting the 
automotive aftermarket over the next few years.

 Here’s the full list of trends:

1.  OEMs are becoming more aggressive, as light vehicle sales 
more than recover.

Consumers have returned to the showroom, according to 
Seng. And that’s given carmakers a burst of energy and opti-
mism that is amping up their dealer operations. The final 
tally of light vehicle sales last year came in at 14.7 million 
units – a 13% year-over-year increase, and the third consecu-
tive year of double-digit growth. The expectation is that the 
industry will sell 15 million units in 2013, capping five years 
of industry recovery.

2. Age of vehicles continues to rise.
There are a growing number of vehicles on the road that are of 
an age that make them likely to be repaired in the independent 
channel of the automotive aftermarket. By the end of last year, 
the average age of vehicles stood at 11.3 years. Over the last 10 
years, the life of passenger cars has increased by 14%, and light 
trucks by 17%.

“Quality of the vehicle is a big driver in that,” says Seng, 
“but this trend is really accelerating.”

He says consumers are hanging onto their cars. “In this 
economy, length of ownership has been increasing dramatically.”

Hand-in-hand with the age of vehicle statistics are the scrap-
page statistics. Over the last 60 years, the scrappage rate has come 
down by about 50%, which has a huge impact on age of fleet.

3.  Crossovers (CUVs) and midsize sedans are driving vehicle 
sales.

Crossovers have gone from 15% in 2007 to 25% of new 
car registrations in 2012. Midsize cars have gone to 20%. 
Together that’s 46% – a huge shift toward that size of vehicles.

These mid-size cars and CUVs give families the size they 
need, and fuel-efficient four-cylinder engines, which are 
more powerful than they were in the past. That means four-
cylinder engines are definitely on the rise, up 20% at the 
expense of other size engines.

Four-cylinder cars as a percentage of new vehicle registrations 
in the U.S. are up from 32% in 2007 to over 50% of all new 
vehicle registrations in 2012. Six-cylinders are down by 40% to 
32%. Eight-cylinder vehicles are down 21% to 14%

In terms of Vehicles-in-Operation, the change is much 
less dramatic, but the trends definitely hold. You can see the 
six and eights start coming down in 2008/2009, coinciding 
with the recession.

There has also been a major shift from domestic vehicles to 
import models. In 2010 there were more import cars on the 
road than domestics. They’ve only increased their position 
since then. The trend is similar for trucks, though, in terms of 
vehicles on the road, domestics are much stronger. Korean, 
European, and Japanese vehicles are all up, while U.S.-built 
vehicles are down 8.5% over the past 10 years in terms of VIO.

This is particularly important to the aftermarket, because 
of the need to keep track of shifting vehicle demographics 
and engine types. That will affect the kind of cars that are 
pulling into our shops in years to come.

4.Globalization of platforms and model families is accelerating.
The ongoing trend, seen over the last few years, is continuing. 
Carmakers are making more models on single platforms.

Global production of vehicles is expected to grow 44% 
over the next 10 years, to 114 million units globally. The 
expected growth in NAFTA countries is 7%, 9% in Europe, 
and 62% in Asia Pacific.

Globally, the 10 largest platforms now account for 24% 
of all vehicle manufactured. By 2023, that percentage is 
expected to rise to about 28%.

The largest global platform now is the Nissan B, with 2.5 
million units. By 2020, Polk expects it will be the Volkswagen 
MQB, with 10 million units – four times larger. This is important 
to the aftermarket because it may lead to reducing tooling and 
inventory costs. Understanding platforms is smart.

In the short run, parts proliferation will continue to grow. 
Over time, however, globalization of vehicle platforms is 
expected to result in reduced proliferation.

5.  Technologically advanced 
vehicles offer increasing 
aftermarket opportunity.

The automotive aftermarket 
is impacted by things like the 
CAFE standards, telematics, 
and the decline in diesel power 
compared to the rise in hybrid 
power.

“We believe the aftermarket 
needs to be aware of these 
trends, and react to them. They bring their own challenges, 
but they also bring opportunity,” said Seng.

“The aftermarket needs to have properly trained techni-
cians. The number of those alternative powertrains is relatively 
low, but for the first time ever, hybrids are on pace to outsell 
diesels in the U.S.,” he said. “We’re bullish on the aftermarket. 
We believe it has what it needs to win in the long run.’
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T here has been a substantial increase in in-vehicle elec-
tronics. Additionally, audio and video applications such as 

camera-assisted parking with advanced driver assistance sys-
tems and traffic light recognition is growing, according to a recent 
report by Frost & Sullivan. While this trend will drive significant 
growth for electronic replacement parts, it will also create new 
hurdles for jobbers. 

Proven IP-based Ethernet technology now allows OEMs to 
use a single-network platform that significantly reduces con-
nectivity cost and cabling weight. Additionally, it is scalable and 
flexible enough to be used in multiple vehicle segments.

For example, BMW, in partnership with Freescale 
Semiconductor Inc., is the first OEM to commercialize the 
Ethernet for a 360-degree camera assist parking system on 
the X5 this year. BMW is expected to offer the same for other 
models in the future. Other OEMs are now working to bring 
Ethernet into their future models to fulfill all kinds of telematics 
and infotainment demands of end users.

According to Frost & Sullivan, Ethernet could be the catalyst 
in bringing the automotive industry a step closer to connected 
vehicles. With its capability to simplify networking architecture, 
higher uptake rates are expected in the near future.  Frost & 
Sullivan estimates that the total number of Ethernet ports globally 
will reach 300 million by 2020. The number of nodes or ports is 
expected to range from more than 100 in luxury cars to 50-60 in 

mass market segment cars and less than 10 nodes in entry-level 
vehicles by 2020.

In addition, diagnostic and repair/maintenance services can be 
offered to customers using connected telematics. Supporting cus-
tomers with proactive monitoring of vehicles and services will serve 
to strengthen original equipment dealership customer relationships 
post-warranty, and provide new hurdles for aftermarket suppliers 
and service providers to overcome.

For example, BMW has gone a step ahead by extending the 
coverage of BMW Assist for 10 years, which is virtually the life of 
the car. Hyundai has also come up with Hyundai Assurance con-
nected care, where the Bluelink is an essential pillar providing fea-
tures such as auto recall notifiers, auto diagnostics fault detection, 
etc., free for three years, with a clear intent of providing a seamless 
after-sales experience for the user.

This technology-driven trend towards integration of multiple 
consumer electronic devices, offering connected services, and 
maintaining brand identity, has led to a situation where OEMs are 
shifting towards higher connectivity options that cater to varied 
consumer needs. This paradigm shift towards connected cars and 
associated services like automotive-app stores and connected 
location-based services is going to raise the bar significantly on 
the level of competition between OEM dealers and aftermarket 
suppliers and service providers as they compete for replacement 
parts and service dollars.

How The Connected Car Will Raise The Bar For Jobbers
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By Steve Pawlett

ustomers say Alain Jacques’ natural penchant for outstanding customer service and 

extensive product knowledge is a win-win for all. Jacques’s actions, they say, often 

speak louder than his words. Described by co-workers and customers alike as soft-

spoken and modest, Jacques is well known for his keen diagnostic skills, and his 

advice is well respected by Nordiques Inc. of Quebec City’s loyal following of local 

customers and associates.

Jacques started out in the automotive industry as a technician before joining Nordiques Inc. 

nearly 20 years ago. After a short stint as a mechanic, he decided to apply for the position of 

counterperson at Nordiques Inc., and hasn’t looked back.

Nordiques Inc. is located in an area of Quebec City that serves a unique customer base that 

is about 85% DIYers. “We never know who is going to call or walk in the door, which means we 

have to prove ourselves with every customer,” explains Jacques.

Since joining the company, just days after getting married, Jacques quickly discovered how much 

he enjoyed dealing with customers and helping them to get the right parts for the job. He found 

his previous training as an automotive mechanic proved to be a valuable asset when dealing with 

DIYers, who often had questions about the parts they needed or how to perform certain repairs. 

Owner Denis Berube says that the retail environment in which the firm operates really puts 

pressure on his counter staff to be well informed. “When you’re dealing with the garage, the 

technician will know the name of the part he’s looking for, but may have no idea what car he’s 

working on. In contrast, the retail customer knows the car he has, and that’s about it. Our counter 

staff need to have the skills to work with both types of customers to help them determine the 

parts they require to get the job done,” he explains.
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Continued on page 18

“Alain is very knowledgeable and very 
fast, and he always goes that extra mile 
when you are having one of those days,” 
explains Jeff Dery of Atelier de Mechanic 
Jean-Francois Dery. “When I describe a 
problem to him, he quickly knows what 
I am talking about and he always ensures 
that I get the correct parts for the job 
every time.  He is very good at diagnos-
ing things over the phone, and is also very 
fast at checking for parts or specific brands 
online for me. He has been a real asset to 
my business. I always dial Alain’s extension 
when I call in because I know I will 
get the best service.”

Jacques often finds himself going 
outside to look at a customer’s car 
to determine what part they need, 
whether it’s a headlight or a wiper 
blade or something else. More often 
than not, once they have purchased 
the item, Jacques is back outside 
installing it for them.

Jacques also performs the role of 
purchasing assistant, ensuring that 
customers’ wants from today are on 
the shelf in the future. In this role, 

COVER STORY Continued from page 14

The Nordiques Inc.  Sales Team 
l-r: Maxime Manzerolle, Alain 
Jacques, Denis Bérubé, Christian 
Mathieu,  Rachel S. Rondeau, 
Francis Marquis, Guy Gravel, 
Cédric Gagné.

Au nom de tes amis de  
Modern Sales Coop et de Nordiques :

Félicitation Alain!!!

On behalf of all your friends at  
Modern Sales Co-op and Nordiques

Congratulations Alain!!!
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he quickly realized that if he wanted to communicate 
with vendors he was going to have to improve his 
English, which he did on his own time. “My English is 
not perfect but I do my best,” he says modestly.

“I speak with Alain on a daily basis, dealing with 
RGAs (Return Goods Authorizations) and short 
orders,” says Nathalie Majeau of Modern Sales Co-op’s 
Distribution Centre in Barrie, Ontario. “For me, work-
ing with him is a pleasure every day. He is very good 
at what he does, and is very knowledgeable and just a 
pleasure to deal with. In fact, when I have car issues, I 
always call Alain because I know he can help me.”

“His dedication is remarkable,” adds Berube. “Even 
when he is not well, Alain will still show up for work. 
And he always shows up a half hour before we open.”

According to Berube, the DIY market tends to slow 
down a fair bit in winter, and Quebec winters can be 
long. So for almost 30 years now, Nordiques Inc. has carried 
an extensive line of woodworking equipment to help offset this 
slow period. Turns out many automotive DIYers are also wood-
workers during the winter months. “We carry everything from 
a screwdriver to a $20,000 table saw,” says Berube. Working out 
of a 13,000 sq.ft. store with 3,000 sq.ft. devoted to showroom, 
sales of woodworking equipment amounts to about 25% of the 
location’s annual revenue.

In 2010, Berube decided to move his operation onto the 
Epicor Eagle system to further increase sales, streamline 

inventory, and improve customer service. This move proved 
to be quite challenging to the operation, he says, but the end 
result has been well worth the initial hurdles.

 “We found that the guys would always use the same short-
cuts to get to the pages they needed, so it soon became appar-
ent to us that it didn’t really matter what language the pro-
gram was in once they knew how the system worked,” adds 
Berube. “We got through it and now, three years later, looking 
back at where we were compared to where we are now, we 
wouldn’t go back for anything.”

COVER STORY Continued from page 16

Congratulations Alain!
Your Dedication is An Inspiration to Us All.

You Deserve to be Counterperson of the Year.
From All Your Friends at:

 
And These Fine Suppliers

SPECIALTY SALES & MARKETING

Rear, left to right:  Denis Bérubé, Cédric Gagné, Maxime Manzerolle, Guy Gravel
Front, left to right:  Francis Marquis Alain Jacques, Christian Mathieu.
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“When I started here we had the paper books, and every 
year there was a new set,” Jacques recalls. “Now, with the 
computer tools we have, I can get more accurate information 
in less time and can do more research much more quickly. 
Many customers don’t know what parts they really need, so 
I often have to be able to ask the right questions to help 
them determine what their needs really are. This means 
they need to be able to trust me that I am recommending 
the correct part or parts for the job. Once I have their 
trust, I have a loyal, repeat customer.”

Nordiques Inc. currently operates four websites: one 
specifically for the woodworking market, the second for 
general automotive parts, the third a transitional electronic 
catalogue for retail customers, and the fourth a catalogue 
site geared towards technicians. 

“We are currently working with Epicor and SiteAlive to 
consolidate these four sites into one to further streamline 
our operations and improve online sales,” adds Berube.

And he says that Alain has been a true asset to him through-
out all these changes. “He is my right arm,” says Berube. 
“When I am not here, he is in charge. Alain has developed a 
great deal of trust and rapport with many of our clients over 
the years and for those customers, price is not as important to 
them as the quality of the customer service they know they will 
get from him.” 

Customers know Jacques will not sell them something they 
do not need. This approach to customer service goes a long 
way in building customer trust and loyalty. A typical example 
was a customer who came in and wanted to replace all the coil 
packs on his car. Jacques asked if he was sure he needed all of 
them; the customer replied he didn’t want to take any chances. 

1 888 910 8888
www.spectrapremium.com

the 
premium 
choice

coNgratulatioNs
On behalf of Spectra  Premium,
we would like to congratulate
AlAin JAcques from
Accessoires d’Autos Nordiques Inc.

on being awarded  
the 2013 Jobber News 
Counterperson of the Year.

Félicitations Alain!
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Jacques explained to the customer 
what he needed to do to determine 
which coil pack was gone, and ended 
up selling him just the one coil pack 
that he actually needed. 

“This type of exchange with cus-
tomers is a regular thing with Alain. 
Customer service is what brings peo-
ple back, and his technician back-
ground really comes in handy when 
helping a customer to determine 
what they actually need to get the job 
done,” explains Berube. “Our cus-
tomers know that Alain will give them 
top service and give them what they 
need at the price they need to pay. In retail, you have to make 
sure you don’t work on price only. Any day of the week you 
can always find a cheaper price. Quality of service is the key to 
repeat sales.”

 “I have been serving Nordiques Inc. and 300 other jobber 
stores for over 20 years and Alain is one of the best counter-
men around,” says Denis Turcotte of Specialty Sales and Mar-
keting. “As the guy with the most experience, he is the team 
leader there and the new staff know they can count on him for 
help whenever they need it.”

 “Alain has a very friendly personality and is always ready to 
jump in and help customers and co-workers alike. They are in 

a very unique market with so much retail business, and they 
have a very unique team that works very well with this customer 

base,” adds Turcotte.
“I’ve been working here two years 

now as a cashier and Alain has been 
such a pleasure to work with. He 
has such a happy, easygoing nature 
and is so knowledgeable about the 
business and he always helps out our 
junior staff,” adds colleague Rachel 
Rondeau. “Alain has a vast knowledge 
of parts that goes back to the days 
of the paper catalogues, and this is 
often a big help to our new, younger 
staff that are only familiar with the 
computer catalogue format and have 
difficulty from time to time finding a 
unique part.”

Nordiques’ philosophy is that you 
may not remember how much you paid for it, but you will 
remember if the counter staff went the extra mile and did a 
little bit more for you. Even on returns, staff are instructed not 
to argue with a customer. 

“If you say no to a customer for any reason, you will lose 
that customer. When a customer comes back unsatisfied or 
angry about something, we want them to leave with a smile. My 
staff have been trained to do what is necessary to satisfy the cus-
tomer,” adds Berube. “Just like we expect our suppliers to take 
care of us, in turn, that’s exactly what our customers expect as 
well. Alain is a great ambassador of customer service for our 
store.”

Congratulations 
alain JaCques

From All Your Friends At 
nGK spArK pluGs CAnAdA!

Your Solid Technical Knowledge and Outstanding Commitment to Helping Customers
Make You a Valuable Asset for Every Customer and Colleague at Nordiques.

You Deserve to be named Counterperson of the Year!
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R eflecting a strong surge in 
business activity on the show 
floor that was also experi-

enced at SEMA this year, booth 
activity at AAPEX 2013 was up 
considerably. Showgoers had the 
opportunity to view thousands of 
new products in every category 
and meet with dozens of new 
suppliers from around the world, 
who joined over 2,300 other cur-
rent exhibitors on the show floor. 
Several exhibiting manufacturers 
also hosted product training sem-
inars, where participants could 

see and hear first-hand about 
technical applications of the 
products.

Cutting-edge education has 
always been a staple of the show. 
As SEMA is the industry’s largest 
gathering, leading experts were 
brought in to help the industry 
learn new skills and strategies. 
Several well-attended sessions 
addressed a myriad of industry-
related topics, from new apps to 
future trends in technology.

At the AASA’s annual press 
conference, president and COO 
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The winner of Delphi Product & 
Service Solutions’ third annual  
“Win the Delphi Dream Shop” 
sweepstakes giveaway winner, Scott 
Maxwell, a technician from Wellston, 
Ohio, will receive Delphi parts, tools, 
equipment, and training to help him 
upgrade his current shop to a Delphi 
Dream Shop.

D
elphi Product & Service 
Solutions (DPSS) announced 
the winner of its third annual 

“Win the Delphi Dream Shop” 
sweepstakes giveaway at the com-
pany’s Automotive Aftermarket 
Parts Expo (AAPEX) press con-
ference.

The winner, Scott Maxwell, a 
technician from Wellston, Ohio, 
received Delphi parts, tools, 
equipment, and training to help 
him upgrade his current shop to 
a Delphi Dream Shop. The prize 
is part of Delphi’s Dream Shop 
promotion, DelphiDreamShop.
com. The promotion will start again in January 2014.

“I am still in shock and cannot believe I won,” said Maxwell, 
an automotive technician for almost eight years. “My knowl-
edge and career as a technician will definitely grow now that 
I have the right tools, equipment, and training – everything I 
need, thanks to Delphi.”

The Delphi Dream Shop giveaway includes equipment 
needed to service today’s advanced vehicle technologies. 

Delphi Announces Third Annual Dream Shop Winner at AAPEX 2013

Included in the prize package 
are a Delphi diagnostic scan tool 
with Wi-Fi-enabled tablet PC, a 
supply of hand tools with deluxe 
tool chest, a high-performance 

laptop with shop management software, a gas caddy, fuel 
system tester, and an A/C recovery machine. Other items 
include a car lift, engine lift, compressor and air tools, two-ton 
service jack, battery tester/charger, and brake lathe.

Delphi will also provide comprehensive training, as well 
as its Auto IQ Service Solution for further online diagnostic 
support and parts from its fuel, engine management, heating 
and cooling, and diesel product portfolio.

AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET INDUSTRY WEEK 2013

AAPEX 2013 Sees Strong Increase  
In Activity On Show Floor

AAPEX REPORTS
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Raybestos Rattlesnake Sweepstakes Winner Hits Jackpot in Vegas

A
t AAPEX, representatives from Brake Parts Inc. and Affinia 
Global Chassis, the respective manufacturers of Raybestos 
brake and Raybestos chassis products, presented the keys 

to a 2014 Raybestos Rattlesnake Toyota Tundra to the lucky 
winner. Its new owner, Dave Cramer, is a property manager 
with Ross Pacific Management in Vancouver, Wash.

“To say I’m excited would be an understatement,” said 
Cramer. “I must have entered ten thousand contests in my 

lifetime, and this is the first time I won anything.” Cramer 
said he’s a bit of a car fanatic. “I’m single, but I own five cars!” 
The Raybestos Rattlesnake ups that to six. Cramer’s son Eric, 
a deputy sheriff and retired army ranger, joined him at the 
presentation.

The signature-edition truck was the grand prize in the 
brands’ Summer 2013 North American sales promotion. The 
winning entry was pulled from more than 170,000 entries 
received.

“Presenting a vehicle this impressive is always exciting,” 
said Jeff Stauffer, senior vice-president, Global Marketing, 
Brake Parts Inc. “We’re always happy to deliver our grand 
prize to someone who appreciates the effort and the engineer-
ing that goes into a custom build. Dave is going to be the envy 
of every truck enthusiast in Vancouver.” 

 Addictive Dessert Designs customized the Raybestos 
Rattlesnake, which includes custom bumpers, side steps, and 
chase rack. World-renowned tattoo artist Corey Miller gave 
the truck its custom wrap. A rattler with the flair of a Corey 
Miller tattoo is shown on both sides of the truck, and a signa-
ture “Raybestos Flying R” is emblazoned on the hood. 

Thanks to Toyota Racing Development, a Toyota 5.7-Litre 
aluminum i-FORCE DOHC 32 valve V-8 with a tuned TRD 
Supercharger helps the Raybestos Rattlesnake reach 600+ hp. 
It also includes a high-lift off road suspension and off-road 
shocks.

2013 New Packaging Showcase Winners 
The Automotive Aftermarket Products Expo (AAPEX) announced 
winners of its 2013 New Packaging Showcase.

PMMI, the Association for Packaging and Processing 
Technologies, volunteered to judge entries in this year’s showcase. 
PMMI’s Tom Egan, vice-president, Industry Services, and Sean Riley, 
editor, Packaging Machinery Technology magazine, selected the 
winning entries that reflect the highest standard in packaging design 
in the following categories:
•  Economics: Spectra Premium Industries: Redesigned Ford Ranger 

Family Fuel Tank Strap Sets
•  Environmental Impact: Mevotech, Inc.: TTX Terrain Touch Ball 

Joint Boxes
• Innovation: Fremax: Fremax Brake Rotors
•  Marketing: Scrubblade, Inc.: Original Scrubblade Packaging
• Performance: AFA Industries, Inc.: Cylinder Kit Package

 2013 Product Showcase Winners
According to the judges, winning entries were selected based on sev-
eral features including use of recycled materials, completely different 
and unique packaging, eye-catching artwork, “one box” design, and 
ease of stocking.

Product Showcase award winners were selected by pre-registered 

AAPEX AWARD WINNERS

At the Automotive Aftermarket Products Expo in Las Vegas, represen-
tatives from Brake Parts, Inc. and Affinia Global Chassis, the respective 
manufacturers of Raybestos brake and Raybestos chassis products, 
presented the winner with the keys to a customized 2014 Raybestos 
Rattlesnake Toyota Tundra. Its new owner, Dave Cramer, is a property 
manager with Ross Pacific Management in Vancouver, Wash.

AAPEX buyers. Entries were displayed in 12 categories in the online 
2013 AAPEX Product Extra and voting was open from Monday, Oct. 
7 through Friday, Oct. 25. Pre-registered buyers cast nearly 4,830 
votes for the best products in this year’s showcase.
The 2013 Product Showcase category winners are:
• Accessories: Workshop Hero – Dry Coat Rust Preventative
•  Automotive Lighting: Peterson Manufacturing Co. – LED Light Series
• Business Tools: MAM Software Inc. – Autocat+
•  Chemical, Lubricant, and Filter: Permatex – Aluminum Anti-Seize 

Lubricant
•  Electrical:  Auto Meter Products  – BEX-5000 Intelligent Battery 

Extender
•  General Merchandise: Hopkins Mfg. Corp. – Smart Hitch Camera 

& Sensor System
•  Hard Parts: Heat N Clean Products, Inc. – Automatic Heated Wiper 

Blades
•  Innovation:  Legacy Mfg.  Co. – Flexzilla Pro Water Hose 

(HFZWP5100)
•  Mobile Electronics: Wagan Corp.  – Wagan Tech Travel Charge 

Quad Power Hub Series
•  Paint, Body & Equipment: Dupli-Color/VHT – Carbon Fiber Kit
•  Safety: HWB, LLC – Self-Regulating Heated Wiper Blade System
•  Tools & Equipment: Innova Electronics Corp. – Innova Quick Link

Bill Long commented on a couple of 
key industry trends impacting the automo-
tive aftermarket. While it has enormous 
potential to disrupt the aftermarket, Long 
pointed out that telematics will provide a 
stronger connection to the end customer 
by offering the aftermarket a means of 
tapping into unperformed maintenance 
– which is currently estimated to repre-

sent a significant 27% of total aftermarket 
potential.

Long also pointed out the opportunities 
created by e-tailing. Aftermarket e-tailing 
has recorded an annual growth of 15% 
from 2010 to 2013. “For full-service suppli-
ers, it provides the opportunity to engage 
with customers, build brands, and grow with 
winning channels,” said Long.
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T
his year’s SEMA Show has left no doubt that the automo-
tive specialty equipment industry is stronger than ever.

While final attendance figures were still being audited 
at press time, organizers report that more than 126,000 cre-
dentials were issued prior to the event, with thousands more 
processed onsite. The numbers represented a 7% increase 

over the previous year, and the highest in SEMA Show history.
Walking the show floor, attendees and exhibitors alike 

could see a clear increase in activity at every booth through-
out the course of the show. “A trade show is a reflection of 
the industry it serves,” says Chris Kersting, SEMA president 
and CEO. “The unprecedented participation levels this year 

AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET INDUSTRY WEEK 2013
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SEMA Show Confirms Resurgence of 
Automotive Specialty Equipment Industry

SEMA REPORTS

This year’s SEMA Award 
for the top trending 

vehicle models in four cat-
egories were announced at 
SEMA. The Ford Mustang 
was named Hottest Car, the 
Scion FR-S took the Hottest 
Sport Compact honours, the 
Ford F-Series won Hottest 
Truck, and the Jeep Wrangler 
received the Hottest 4x4-SUV 
award.

“The SEMA Show has 
always been the annual event 
where the newest and most 
innovative products are seen 
first,” says Chris J. Kersting, 
SEMA president and CEO. 
“The SEMA Award celebrates 
the industry’s unique ability 
to identify and set the trends 
that influence consumers 
worldwide.

“Now in its fourth year, 
the SEMA Award helps 
guide consumers toward the 
hottest-trending and most 
accessory-friendly vehicles on the market,” 
adds Kersting. “Our SEMA Show exhibitors are 
industry visionaries who determine the winners 
of the SEMA Award. The booth space is a bal-
lot and the vehicles they choose to showcase 
in their booths are a vote. The most prominent 
models in each category are the winners.” The 
Jeep Wrangler was recognized as the “Hottest 
4x4-SUV” for a fourth consecutive year. 

Mopar and Jeep recently created Jeep 
Performance Parts as a portfolio of high-end, 
hard-core Jeep parts including axles, lift kits, 
bumpers, winches, skid plates, and suspension components. 
These performance parts will offer factory-engineered solutions 

to increase off-road performance.
The SEMA Award recognizes vehicle models 

that specialty equipment manufacturers believe 
are the best platforms for accessorization and that 
showcase the year’s coolest products. Kersting 
presented the award to Pietro Gorlier, president and 
CEO of Mopar, Chrysler Group LLC’s service, parts, 
and customer-care brand. 

“Consumers are increasingly interested in 
customizing vehicles, so having an accessory-
friendly platform is important,” says Kersting. “The 
Jeep Wrangler has consistently ranked Number 

One as the Hottest 4x4-SUV since the inception of the SEMA Award, 
a clear reflection of its versatility.”

Hottest Car, Sport Compact, Truck, And 4X4-SUV Announced At SEMA  
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indicate the industry is moving into 
growth mode. This was a record-
breaking year and we’re seeing 
companies ready and eager to do 
business.”

On the show floor were 2,381 
exhibiting companies, represent-
ing all facets of the automotive 
specialty-equipment market, from 
accessory and appearance prod-
ucts, performance products, 
wheels, tires and suspension – basi-
cally anything and everything any-
one could want to personalize – to 
more than 200 million cars, trucks, 
SUVs, and power-sport vehicles on 
and off the road. Representing 
mostly small businesses, the exhib-
itors were able to connect with 
more than 60,000 buyers from 
around the world.

“We’re seeing more exhibitors 
take part in programs such as the New Products Showcase,” says 
Kersting. “This is an indication to us that exhibitors are looking 
for and taking advantage of ways to get the most out of their 
show experience. They are actively looking to connect with new 
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SEMA Announces New Product Award Winners  
SEMA’s New Products Showcase Awards recognize the most cutting-edge automotive products either on the market or about to hit the 
market. This year, more than 2,000 new products were submitted for consideration. 

The 2013 New Product Award Winners are: 
Collision Repair & Refinish Product
Winner: 3M, 3M Body Protection 
System (BPS) 
Runner Up: Creative Autobody 
Solutions, ABS plastic spray out 
cards 
Runner Up: ShelWes Tools & Body, 
ShelWes Automatic Contour Sander

Engineered New Product
Winner: Viking Performance Inc., 
Viking Berserker ASM (Active Shock 
Management) 
Runner Up: Aeromotive Inc., 
Aeromotive A3000 Fuel Pump 
Runner Up: McHitch Automatic 
Trailer Couplers, McHitch Automatic 
Trailer Coupler

Exterior Accessory Product
Winner: Rigid Industries LED 
Lighting, 2008-2010 Ford F250/F350 
FX4 Grille 
Runner Up: Shark Kage, Shark Kage 
Multi-Use 6-in-1 Ramp 
Runner Up: Kleinn Air Horns, Kleinn 
TimeBlaster Train Horn Kit – 15 
Minute Installation

Interior Accessory Product
Winner: Palmer Performance 
Engineering, DashLogic 
Runner Up: Palmer Performance 
Engineering, DashCommand 
Runner Up: Rampage Products, Jeep 
Wrangler Door Stay/Catch

Merchandising Display
Winner: BedRug Inc. & Advantage 
Truck Accessories, BedRug and 
BedTred for Jeep 
Runner Up: WeatherTech, WeatherTech 
TechLiner Countertop Display 
Runner Up: Innovative Creations Inc., 
ICI Bumper Display

Mobile Electronics Product 
Winner: Escort Inc., Passport Max 
Runner Up: Retro Manufacturing LLC, 
RetroSound RetroPod Multipurpose 
Surface-Mount Speaker Modules 
Runner Up: Retro Manufacturing LLC, 
RetroSound Newport 1.5 DIN Direct-
fit Bluetooth Radio

Off-Road/4-Wheel Drive Product 
Winner: Shenzhen Nova Technology 
Co. Ltd., Nova LED Head Light 
Runner Up: Palmer Performance 
Engineering, DashLogic 
Runner Up: Omix-ADA/Rugged Ridge, 
Rugged Ridge X-Clamp Mounting 
System For 2-3” Tubes (Black or 
Silver)

Packaging Display
Winner: Edge Products Inc./Superchips, 
Edge Evolution CTS 
Runner Up: Mantic Engineering, Mantic 
Track Series 2 Clutch Packaging 
Runner Up: COMP Performance Group, 
FAST EZ-EFI 2.0 Engine Control System, 
Base Kit Packaging

Performance-Racing Product
Winner: COMP Performance Group, 
TCI Bolt-Together High Strength 
Steel Planetary for Powerglide 
Transmissions 
Runner Up: QA1, Preassembled 
Extended Length Ball Joints 
Runner Up: COMP Performance 
Group, Electronic Fuel Pressure 
Sensor Kit

Performance-Street Product
Winner: Auto Meter, Boost Controller 
Runner Up: Auto Meter, LS Plug-n-
Play Tach Adapter Kit 
Runner Up: Dakota Digital, ECD-100 
Electronic Cable Drive Unit

Powersports Product
Winner: Titan Lifts, 1500XLT 
Motorcycle/ATV Lift Table – 1,500-lb. 
Lifting Capacity 
Runner Up: Bully Dog Technologies, 
Powersports GT for Skidoo 
Applications 
Runner Up: Extreme Max Products, 
Motorcycle RampXtender

Street Rod/Custom Car Product
Winner: Aeromotive Inc., Phantom 
200 Stealth Fuel System 
Runner Up: Del City, Del City’s Mini 
Fuse Panels 
Runner Up: Classic Instruments 
Inc., ZST – Zeus Speedometer 
Technology

Tire and Related Product
Winner: Coker Tire Co., American 
Classic “Bias-Look” Radial 
Whitewall Tire 
Runner Up: Continental Tire the 
Americas LLC, ContiForceContact 
Runner Up: Cooper Tire & Rubber 
Co., Cooper Zeon RS3-S

Tools & Equipment Product
Winner: Leap Innovations, Weigh 
Safe – Trailer Hitch Scale – 
Measures Tongue Weight 
Runner Up: ShelWes Tools & Body, 
ShelWes Automatic Contour Sander 
Runner Up: Schley Products/
SP Tools, Mobile Hydraulic Press 
Extender Arm #11015

Van/Pickup/Sport-Utility Product
Winner: AutoTrickz, Touch-Activated 
Trigger for Keyless Entry and other 
Accessories 
Runner Up: McHitch Automatic 
Trailer Couplers, McHitch Automatic 
Trailer Coupler 
Runner Up: Antigravity Batteries, 
Antigravity Batteries Micro-Start

Wheel and Related Product 
Winner: Ultra Wheel Co., WORX 
Series 806 
Runner Up: Voxx Wheel, Voxx Asti 
Runner Up: Ultra Wheel Co., 
Platinum Wheel – Wraith

and existing buyers. More than 
2,000 entries were submitted into 
the Showcase, with the best-of-the-
best receiving special recognition.”

The SEMA Annual Market 
Report, available exclusively to 
SEMA members at www.sema.org/
automotive-aftermarket-research, 
estimates there were $31.32B in 

retail sales in 2012, up from less than $28B during the height 
of the recession in 2009. Based on the excitement and atten-
dance at the 2013 SEMA Show, this year promises to continue 
that upward trend.
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Continued on page 28

T echnology advancements in automotive electronics and 
mechatronics have kicked the door wide open for jobbers 

to sell a growing assortment of reman components. In fact, 
advancements in powertrain components are expected to drive 
revenues for remanufactured components in North America to 
$3.65 billion, according to a recent report by Frost & Sullivan. 
According to the report, 
these components will enter 
the market in greater num-
bers over the 2013-2019 
forecast period, driving 
prices and revenue higher.

“Without a doubt, there 
are tremendous growth 
opportunities in all distri-
bution channels for auto-
motive electronics and tur-
bochargers. This is driven 
by the continued prolifera-
tion of electronic content 
in vehicles, combined with 
the expanding application 
of turbochargers to reduce 
emissions, improve fuel 
economy, and increase over-
all powertrain efficiency,” 
explains Jeff Green, senior product manager, electronics and 
distributor products, Cardone Industries Inc.

“As OE electronics and turbocharger production migrates 
from high-volume current model production to service and 
aftermarket volumes, it is inefficient for the OEM to continue 
production. Due to the design complexity and rigorous quality 
standards required for these modules, low-cost country after-
market tool-ups are not feasible. Therefore remanufacturing is 
not only the preferred solution, but in many cases, it is the only 
solution,” adds Green.

Market revenue grew by 1.4% in 2012 on the strength of 
economic recovery and increasing demand for more advanced 
products. Over the next five to seven years, Frost & Sullivan 
says revenue of remanufactured powertrain components are 
expected to grow by approximately 1.7% annually. However, 
unit shipment demand is in decline across most product lines, 
on account of the higher average service life of original parts 
and deferred maintenance practices.

“There can be as many as 30 ECUs on some of the higher-
end vehicles, and these are now creeping into all the lower-end 
units. We also have electrification of the powertrain and we 
now have 8-speed automatic transmissions, which have, in a lot 
of cases, electro-hydraulic and mechanical controllers, so the 
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complexity of the controllers is dramatically changing,” explains 
Mark Shasteen, vice-president of CTDI’s automotive division. 
“Jobbers are servicing a sweet spot in the five- to seven-year 
range, and if you go back to the mid-2000s and look at the elec-
tronics then and compare that to what you see on cars today, 
there is going to be a pretty significant change in the parts that 

people buy to service vehi-
cles over the next few years.”

The automotive elec-
tronics reman segment is 
very important segment 
for jobbers to monitor 
as this sector continues 
to expand. Virtually all 
of today’s vehicles have a 
powertrain control man-
agement system comprised 
of several key electronic 
modules. From body con-
trol modules and elec-
tronic throttle bodies to 
the growing use of turbo-
chargers, applications con-
tinue to expand into tra-
ditional mechanical parts 
like steering and braking. 

Also, the navigation and infotainment markets continue 
to grow, as consumers grow more dependent on Internet-
enabled devices (see sidebar on Big Data).

“We expect significant growth as we continue to expand our 
coverage of existing product applications, as well as introducing 
more products previously only available through the OE dealer 
network. As an example, we have a major expansion of our 
electronics throttle body program planned for late 2013 and 
early 2014,” adds Green.

“Turbochargers are another growth area. With the pressure 
on performance and CAFE standards, we are going to see an 
increasing number of smaller engines equipped with turbo-
chargers. That is a part where there will be a replacement 
market and they will probably be reman; it is what some 
would call a mechatronic part – a combination of mechanical 
and electronic,” adds Shasteen. “Diesel is also making its way 
into passenger cars at a higher percentage in North America 
than what we have seen in the last several decades. It’s a little 
more common on heavy-duty trucks, but at some point in 
the very near future, we will see them more and more on 
passenger cars.”

Knowledge Building:

For the Counterperson December 2013

Reman Revenue Opportunities:
Technology-Driven Advancements Boost Component Sales

By Steve Pawlett
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The best opportunities for job-
bers exist in educating customers 
about the benefits of the growing 
reman market. There is more to 
removing an ECU than just bolts 
and connectors. Special diagnostic 
tools and website subscriptions 
are required to perform ECU 
installation procedures. Jobbers 
need to be aware of the additional 
equipment and steps required for installation. Educating 
customers on all options available to them in this market 
and keeping them up to date on the latest remanufactured 
offerings will ensure steady sales for this growing channel.

“Powertrain and engine management systems continue to 
evolve and become more sophisticated in order 
to meet federally mandated policies and improve 
overall driver experience. These management 
systems communicate with electronic sensors, 
modules and other systems throughout the vehicle 
such as steering and braking. Electronic content 
within today’s vehicles has reached approximately 
50% and will continue to grow. These factors, 
combined with a growing VIO, new registrations, 
and increasing average vehicle age, translate into 
a tremendous opportunity for remanufactured 
products. As jobbers and consumers become more 
knowledgeable about these higher tech products, 
and remanufacturers continue to make these 
products available to the aftermarket, reliance 
on the O.E. dealership will be diminished,” says 
Green.

“I think there is a plethora of opportunities 
for servicing this market and, of course, people 
are keeping their cars longer so this invites 
even more opportunity,” adds Shasteen.

“A big factor will be the availability of infor-
mation and training for technicians to first, 
carry out the diagnostics, and second, in terms 
of the service solution, ensure they get the right 
part on the right car. Then there is a marrying  
or calibration of the software involved,” he 
continues. 

With vehicle sales climbing, OEM service 
centres need to step up to the challenge of 
repairing cars with more and more electronics. 
The interweaving of communication protocols 
is getting more complex. Of course, OE service 
departments, since they are part of the OEM 
loop, have access to the complete information 
needed.

 “If it isn’t already here, it’s just around the 
corner. Some of the challenges to be faced in 
this market will be access to information for 
independents. This is going to be just one of 
many challenges facing technicians and jobbers. 
Having the right tools and being able to run 
your business with enough multi-brand tools to 
service all the various generations of the components 
is going to be challenging,” says Shasteen. 

“I’m not trying to paint a gloomy picture 
here. I think there is a lot of opportunity for the 
right shops. But certainly they will need to take 
steps to ensure that they have the tools, equipment, 

Continued from page 26

and the training on the diagnostic 
information needed to carry out 
the repair,” he adds.

According to Shasteen, there 
are two competing curves. First-
ly, the electronics in vehicles is 
of higher quality today, so long-
term durability is better than it 
was just five years ago.  Secondly, 
there is more and more content 

today, which translates into more pieces to replace.
 “The market will continue to grow and given the depth 

of service required, there is plenty of opportunity for the 
independent market,” concludes Shasteen.

The need for integrating multiple consumer electronic devices, offer-

ing connected services, and maintaining brand identity has led to a 

situation where OEMs are shifting toward higher connectivity options, 

which could power prioritized and personal services, catering to various 

consumer needs. The Ethernet could soon serve as the backbone to 

the electronic architecture connecting domains and sub-networks that 

require higher bandwidth and also cater to consumers’ need for con-

nectivity.

For example, BMW, in partnership with Freescale Semiconductor, 

Inc., is the first OEM to commercialize the Ethernet for a 360-degree 

camera parking assist system for the X5. BMW is expected to offer 

the same for other models in the future. Hyundai Motor Company is 

using Broadcom Corporation’s BroadR-reach Ethernet technology to 

offer next-gen connected infotainment systems. Fiat Group Automo-

biles has also signed a joint venture with Continental AG to bring the 

Continental Infotainment System (which can be used as an advanced 

multimedia system) in its Fiat 500L model.

According to a recent report by Frost & Sullivan, at least 60% of 

OEMs are expected to come up with big data strategies and offer-

ings within the next two years. Ethernet technology enables OEMs 

to use a single-network platform, significantly reducing connectivity 

cost and cabling weight. Additionally, it 

is scalable and flexible enough to 

be used in multiple vehicle seg-

ments. This progress opens 

the door for yet another 

new channel of products 

for jobbers.

Big Data
Connectivity Creating New Sales Channel
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Editorial
Comment

T his year, October 21 to be exact, I marked my 24th year with Jobber 
News.

And, while many focus on 25 years as a milestone to celebrate, for 
me the number 24 has a certain symmetry to it that bears recognizing.

Numerology is not my thing, but I do remember that before the 
15-packs and 18-packs, and price hikes that made a case of 12 beer a near-enough-
to $25 option, there was the two-four of stubbies, the box of beer. Never was a 
more perfect multi-pack of beer ever created. It fit perfectly balanced on one 
shoulder, wasn’t a golden rectangle, but could be Golden just the same. And, 
should a party-place lack seating, it could serve as a suitable perch in a pinch.

And if you like your hot dogs Red Hots, 24 is also the number where hot dogs 
and hot dog buns met long before they started tampering with package sizes to 
make them match up more evenly.

Now, those who know me well know that I am not a nostalgic person. I tend 
not to dwell on the past, or yearn for the “good old days.” I have always believed, 
and do so today, that the best days are yet to come. What you did before is just the 
experience you needed to make that future happen.

Still, there are a great many memories connected with my time here. My first 
memory was among my first days on the job. A luncheon with Mike Walton of 
Dover Corp. was designed by my then boss and editor, Bob Blans, to see if I had 
the chops to defend editorial integrity. He was supposed to be a tough one; I 
found him to be reasonable and knowledgeable. Mostly we talked about what 
colour his new car should be, but I guess I passed the audition.

I remember having lunch with Mario Andretti at the Cannery in Vancouver, 
where we ended up talking mostly about family and wine. It became the first of 
many conversations I would have with him over the years on motorsport and other, 
more personal matters. He was a great driver; he is a great human being.

Over the years I’ve had the opportunity to see some great cities on the job, 
too, and to meet some fine folks who work from this industry in many parts of 
the world. I have found them to be unfailingly decent folks willing to answer my 
questions and steal some of their day, even when we could barely manage to find a 
common language. 

There have been some real characters over the years, of course, those with great 
attitudes and those with creative golf scoring skills, too. I used to joke that one jobber 
in particular always took his jobber discount on the course.

Not all of those old industry friends are still with us, but many of them are and 
they’re almost all still working to better this industry and themselves, some well 
past retirement age. 

And of course, there are a great many newer to this industry than that, building 
on the past to create a brighter future. Like me, I guess, they’re working toward 
the future, not living in the past. 

So see you in 2014. I think it’s going to be a pretty special year.

—Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor  
aross@jobbernews.com

TWO-FOUR

NEXT MONTH

We focus on Undercar 
and Driveline Tech in 
January 2014 but we 
also look at Starting 
and Charging Systems, 
and Engine Rebuild  
Developments.
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November 4 - 6, 2014 
Sands Expo    Las Vegas Nevada

AAPEXSHOW.COM

THANK
YOUAuto Parts Retailers, 

WD’s, Jobbers, 
Manufacturers, Suppliers,
Service and Repair Businesses, 
Media and all Channel Partners...
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There are GE NIGHTHAWK™ products for nearly everything 
on wheels – from long-lasting LEDs to xenon-charged 
headlamps that focus up to 120% more light on the road.* 
Give your customers the benefi ts of advanced technology 
from a leader in automotive lighting:  

DELIVER 
MAXIMUM LIGHT 
AND BETTER PERFORMANCE

GE NIGHTHAWK™ is a trademark of GE. ©2013 GE.
*GE NIGHTHAWK™ XENON halogen lamps focus up to 120% more light in an 

area illuminated with more than 15,000 candelas in light intensity compared to 
a standard halogen headlamp bulb. Specific light levels vary by bulb type and 

headlamp assembly.

Give your customers the benefi ts of advanced technology 

• Superior light quality 
• Exceptional visibility
• Lasting performance 

To learn more about the full line, 
including GE NIGHTHAWK™ XENON, speak to your 
GE Automotive Representative or go to www.gelighting.com. 
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